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Mathematics. - "Tlte plane Ctt1've of O1'de?' 4 witlt 2 or 3 cusps 
and 0 or 1 no des as a pl'ojection of the twisted curve ol 
order 4 and of tlte 1S! species." Ey Prof. H. DE VRIES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 30 1909.) 

1. If two quadratic cones are situated arbitrarily with respect 
to each other, they intersect each other in a twisted curve 1'4 of 
order 4 and of the 1 st species. If we suppose the plane or to be brought 
through a point 0 of the nodal curve of the developable belonging 
to 1,4 in whirh plane lie the two tangents of 1'4 passing through 
0, then this plane must interseet the two cones according to conics 
k\, k~ 2' touching each other in the points of contact Ol' O2 of 
the two indicated tangents with 1,4 • We shall now suppose the first 
cone to be determined by the base-curve k2

1 and the vertex R, the 
second by k\ and lhe vertex S. The plane 't' is a double tangential 
plane of 1,4, so lt must be a tangential plane of one of the ~our 
quadratic cones passing through 1,4; i. e. in 't, and on the line 0 1 0 2 , 

lies the vertex H of a third double pl'ojecting cone of}'4; and finally 
the vertex T of the fou1't11 cone must then lie in the common polar 
plane of H with respect to the con es [R] and [S], and this plane 
must pass through 0, because the don bie curve of the deveiopabie 
of 1'4 consists of four plane curves of order four situated in the faces 
of the tetrahedron R /3 T R, and 0, as a point of this double curve, 
must thus lie in one of those faces, namely in the polar plane R /3 T 
of H, because the points Ol and O2 , whose tangents intel'sect each 
other in 0, lie on a straight line through H. The cone [T] intersects 
or in a conic k 2

3 , likewise touching in Ol and O2 the Iines OOlj 
002 ; the cone [H] on the contrary has with or only the line 0 1 0 2 

counting double in common. 

2. If we project 1,4 out of 0 on an arbitrary plane :lt, then the 
projection is a plane curve /,;4 with two cusps in the, points of inter
section of this plane with 001l 002 ; it is convenient to take for 
this plane of pro,iection the polar plane of 0 with respect to the 
cone [BJ, because then Oll O2 , together with two other important 
points - of which we shall soon hear more - coïncide with their 
projections ; the cuspidal tangents are nothing but the traces of the 
osculating planes of 1'4 in Oll O2 with st. 

The plane :7t intersects the cone [ HJ in two generatrices; 
one is 0 1 0 2 , the other intersects 1,4 in two points Dl' D 2 coïnciding 
with their central projections on st, and in which fc4 touches the . 
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1ine DIDz, because the plane through this 1ine anel 0 is a tangential 
p1ane of [HJ; so DIDz is the double tangent of k\ and H is the 
point of intersection of this double tangent with the connecting 
line 010 2 of the \.'usps 1). -

Each generatrix of [HJ contains two points of 1'\ lylng harmoni
cally with respect to the point Hand the point of intersection wIth 
the polar pJane 1~8T of H; sa if we call h the line of intersection of 
this plane with :Jr, it ensnes immediately that each line oJ.'1' tlwough 
H contains JOU?' points oJ lc\ lying harmonically in two 17((17'8 with 
1'espect to Hand h; each pair originates from two points on a gene
ratrix of [.HJ. 

If we consider Ol> Oz, Dl' Dz as base-points of a pencil of conics, 
then for each cnrve of this pencil H is the pole of h; each curve 
containing the cusps and tlle points of contact of the double tangent 
of k\ it cuts this Cllrve in two more points Pl> P2 , vdlose cOllllecting 
line passes through H. These pairs of points determine on k4 a 
fun dam en tal involution in such a way that on each ray through B 
lie two pairs, originating from tlle two pairs of points of 1,4 on two 
generatrices of [HJ situated with 0 in one plane; the conies of the 
pencH are thus al'ranged by tbe rays out of H in pairs of a 
quadratic involution, whose double elements correspond to 0

1
0 2 and 

the double tangent cl; the farmer consists of the conic of tlle pencil 
touching in Ol and O2 the cuspidal tangents, a curve which together 
with A farms the first polar curve of H with respect to k4 ; the second 
must break up into tlle lines 01 0 2 and cl, because thiR conie must 
touch the line cl in Dl and D2 • By the pencil (H) and the penei1 
of eonics (01,02 , Dl,D2) paired involutorily conjug-ated to it lc 4 is 
generated as the locus of the points of intersection of corresponding 
elements, where besides k4 also the lille cl appears. S). 

However, k4 can be generated in still another way. Let us imagine 
through 0 1 02 instead of :re another plane; tbis will intel'sect 7'4 

besides in Ol' O2 in two more points PI' P 21 whose eonnecting ]ine 
passes 'through Hand is divided hal'monical1y by these tlJree points 
and the plane R ST; so the central projections PIl> PI z are sitnated 
likewise on a line througb H, and lie harmonically with respect 
to Hand h. IJet us 110W consider the pencil of conies (all O2, P ll P'2)' 
The different conies of this pencil are likewise involutol'ily paired by 
the pencil eH); the branchrays are again 0 1 02 and cl, the double 
cOllies conjugated to them are the conic of the peneil touching in 

1) See the paper of Prof. JAN DE VRIES (Proceedings of Amsterdam of Dec. 1908 
p. 499): /IOn bicuspidal curves of order four". 

2) J. DE VRIES, 1. C. p. 500. 
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0 1,02 the cuspidal tangents and the one passing through Dl' D 2 • 

The locus of the points of intersection of corl'esponding elements 
consists of /c 4 and the line P'1P'2' 

We eau fiually allow P\, P' 2 to coïncide with the cusps, we ean 
thus consider all the conic., touehing fhe cuspidal tangents in Ol' O2 ; 

these too are paired involutorily by the pencil (H) whilst the branch
rays are again represented by cl and 0 1 0 2 ; to cl is again conju
gated the polar conie of H, to 0 1 0 2 a cOllie having in each of the 
two cusps four coïnciding, points with k4 in common; so it can be 
nothing but the line 0 1 0 2 counted double. As the locus of the points of 
intersection of eorresponding elements of both pencils appears this 
time besides k4 still the line 0 1 0 2 , 

3. Among the planes of the pencil (Ol ( 2 ) are of special imp or
tance those containing the cone-vertices R, S, or T; the former 
e.g. is the p01ar p1ane of 0 with respect to the cone [RJ and contains 
therefol'e the two generatrices ROl' R02 • Each of these cuts r 4 in 
one point more, eg. Rl and R2 ; the tangential plan es a10ng these 
generatrices to [RJ pass through 0 however; and from thiE, ensues 
that the central projections of ROl and R02 , cutting each other in 
the projection R' of R lying on h, must toueh k4 at the points 
Hl' R'2' We can, however, also bring through 0 two tangential 
planes to the cones [SJ and [TJ, so: out oJ eack oJ the two cusps 
tk1'ee tanpents can .be dmwn to k\ the tmces of the tangential planes 
thl·ough 0 to tlw cones [R], [SJ, [T]; these tangents intersect ead 
otlzel' in pai1·s in tkl'ee points R', S', T' of hl) (this also follows 
from the harmonie position of the whole figure with respect to 
Hand h), the p1'ojections of the tl wee cone-vm·tices R, S. T. 

Rem ark. If we take fol' kl 2, k2
2 (see § L) 'two eoneentl'ic cÎl'cles, 

and if we then project the figul'e iu space on a plane 3"( (§ 2) which 
is parallel to T, the oval of DESOARTES is generated and R', S', T' 
pass into the foei. 

The twisted curve 1.4 cau be genemted in six different ways as 
intersection of two of the four cones; let us take in particulal' [R 
and [HJ. If we make to pass thl'ough the line RH two planes fLl' fL2' 

harmol1lcally separateu by the planes RH8 and RBT, the points of 
the two quadruples of points lying' in these planes are situated two 
by two on four straight lines through eaeh of the four cone-vertices; 
we now take for fLl (he plane passing through the points all Oz, Rl' R2' 
alld we shall caU the four points in the other plane SI' Sz, Tl, Tz. The 

1) J. DE VRIES, 1. C. p. 501, 
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latter four points lie thus with the former on four straight lines through 
S and on four others through T; let us now suppose e. g. that 
OlSl passes thl;ough S. The tangential plane along the line SSlOl 
to the cone [SJ has then as trace with 't' - the tangent in Ol to k2 2, 

i. e. the line 001, and from this ensues that the four points 8u S2' T1> T2 
are nothing but the points of contact of the tangential plan es through 
o of the cones [SJ and [TJ with 1,4; bowever, we know now that 
theRe four points lie on two lines through R, so in pJ'ojection 
tlze points of contact S'1> S'2' T'l' T'2 of tlze tangents out of tlze 
cusps not passin,q tlzrouglz R' Zie on two straight Zines tlz1'ouglz R', nmneZy 
S'l with T'2' and S'2 with T'l.l) Tbat they lie also on two lines 
through H follows moreover again ti'om the harmonie position 
with respect ta Hand h. 

The polar plane of R with respect to tbe remaining th ree cones 
is simply the plane STH; it intel'sects the plane RST in the 
line ST (wbose central projection falls on lz), and the two lines 
of intersection with (Ll and (L2 lying in this plane in two points 
R*, R**, lying on ST, and situated harmonically with respect to S and 
T; R* is then the point of intel'section of OIR;, 02Rl' R*'*' th at 
of SI Tl and S2 T2 • If we transfer these results to the projection, we 
find: of ~he complete quadmn.gle 01 0 2 R'l R'2 two of the diagonaZ 
points a1'e R', R*" (the thi1'd is H), and ofthe quq,drangle 8'lT'2T'18'2 
Zi1cewise R', R~:7..I; t/ze points R*" and R**' Zie lta1'1nonically witlz 1'espect 
to 8' and T'. A similar property of the same points holds if 
we combine 8'1> 5'2 with the cusps and then regard the other four 
points; or finally if we couple T'u T'2 to Ol> O2 and join the other 
iour to a complete quadrangIe. And finally all six points R'l'" T'2 
lie on a conic in consequence of the harmonie position with respect 
to hand H, whilst tbe points of intersection not lying on lz of the 
six tangents out of the cusps lie likewise on a conic and at· the 
same time in pairs on tbree straight lines through H. 

4. 'Besides the gt'OUp of 8 points just considered consistin~ of the two 
cusps and the points of contact of the six tangents passing through 
these points, thel'e lie on 1c4 still an infinite number of other sucb
like groups which have with respect to R',8', T', H the s~me 
properties. I.Jet us for instanee suppose tha.t the plane (Ll (§ 3) is 
still passing throngb RH but for the rest arbitl'al'y, and let us 
suppose (L, again as harmonically conjugate to (.tI with l'espert to 
1i R S, H R T, th en on 1,4 a new group of 8 points is generated 

1) J. DE VRU:S, 1. c. p. 498. 
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lying in pairs on foUl' lines through each of the 4 vertices, and whose 
central projections thus possess the same property with respect to 
the points R', 8', T', H. If we divide the 8 projectiuns into· two 
quadruples, in sueh a way th at one belongs to the four points of 
(11' the other to those of ~t2' then the two quadruples form two 
complete quadrangles with the common diagonal points R' and H, 
whilst the others, R*' and R~'*', lie harmonically with respect to SI 
and T'; the pai1's of points R~/, R.J(.*' on Iz f01'm tlw)'ef01'e aquadratic 
involution with the double. points S', T'. Similair properties hold 
for the two other possible divisions of the group of 8 points into 
two quadruples, namely witb respect to 1he points S and T. 

A special group of 8 points is found by choosing for the two 
plan es (1 the tang en tial plan es through the line RH to the cone 
[Rl, fol' these are likewise harmonically separated by ERS, HRT, 
but they furnish instead of 8 points 4 pairs of coïnciding points of 
1'4, namely the points of contact of the 4 tangents out of R to 1,4. 

These points of contact lie in the polar plane Q (~3) of Rand on 
two generatrices of the cone [SJ, and likewise on two of the cone 
[TJ; the tangents themsel yes pass in projection into the foUl' tangents of 
Je. through R' not passing throllgh the cusps, so; the points of 
~ontact of the jour tangents of k4 th1'ough R' not passing tlwough 
t!te CttSps are the ve1,tices of a complete quadrangle wlwse cliagonal
points a1'e tlw points S' T', H; the corresponding points R*', R**' 
are the points of intersection of the two sides of that qlludrangle 
passing through H with k \ 

Another special gronp of 8 points is generated if we choose fol' 
the planes ~t the tangential planes throngb RH to the cone [R]; 
we thell find the four points of 1,4 in the plane RST, and therefore 
in projection the points of intersection of r 4 with h, whose tangents 
indeed pass through S, in conseqllence of the harmonic position of 
k4 with respect to hand H. 

5. A gl'OUp of 8 points of k4 must be detE'rmined by one of these 
points; for the connecting line of this point with 0 intersects 1,4 in , 
one point, which determines with the line HR tlle plane (11; and 
by (tl at the same time (),2 is determined. Planimetrically we can 
deduce out of one point of a gl'OUp the other ones with the aid of 
the following property. The cone [R] intersects the plane Q = STH 
in a conic r~, and we find that 1,4 lies harmonically with respect 
to th is and the point lt, in that sense th at the two points of 1,4 

on a generatrix of L Rl are always hal'monically separated by 
Rand the point of intersection with r~; in partic111ar 1,2 contains 

43 
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the four points of intersection of 1,4 with !?, whose tangents pass 
th1'Ough R, and also the points harmonically con.jngate to R with 
respect to the pairs Ol> Rl and O2, I!2 lying in the polar p1ane 
0102R of 0 with respect to the cone [Rl 

By passing to the projection we find ont of this the following 
property of k4

: tlu'o'lt,qh the lloints oj contact of the four tangeut:> 
out of R' not passing through the CltSpS, a conic r'~ can be ln'ought 
touchin,q the two tangents whic1t do pass throuph t!te cusps in the 
points hal''lnonically conJugate to R' with 1'espect to tlw cusps anc! the 
corresponcling points of contact; k4 now lies ha1'monicaZZII with 1'espect 
to R' and 7"2 in such a sense that the jour points oj inteJ'section of 
k4 with an a1'bitm1'y my tll1'ough R' a1'mn,qe themseZves into two 
pai1's, each lyin,q hrt;1'monic1ûly with R' anel one oj the points of 
intersection oj that ray with r'2. 

Of course also the points 8' and T' possess su eh a conic, but the 
point H likewise, namely the line h counted double; for, the polal' 
plane of H with respect to )'4 is the plane R 8 T, and the section 
with the cone [H J lying in this plane is projected out of 0 into 
the line h to be counted double. 

With the aid of the conie 1'" it is easy to deduce out of one point 
of a group the seven othel' ones. If point 1 is taken al'bitrarily, we 
find four others hy the harmonie position of k4 with respect to the 
points R',8', T', Hand the corresponding conics ; on the 1ine R'1 
e.g. are lying besides 1 still 3 points of k\ but amollg these is only 
one fOl'ming with 1, R', and one of the points of intersection of H1 
with 1,'2 a harmonie group. The three th en still missing points we 
find by simply combining in proper fashion the all'eady found one 
with R', 8', T', or H. 

Just as in § 2 by rays out of H now, too, a fundamental involution 
is generated on k4 by those out of R' (or 8', or T') in such a 
manner that on earh ray 1ie two pairs, originating from the two 
pairs of points of 1,4 on two generatrices of the cone [RJ lying with 
o 'in one plane; each pair is harmonirally separated by R' and one 
of the two points of intersection of the indicated ray with )"2. If 
now in two points of r4 lying on a straight 11ne throlJgh R we draw 
tangents, then these interseet each othel' in a point of the p1ane 
STH, and the locus of this point of intersection is a p1ane curve 
of order fom, douhle curve of the developahle of ]'4, with double 
points in 8, T, Hand having with r 4 the four points of intersection 
of 1,4 with the p1ane 8TH in eommon. 

1). J. DE VRIES, J, c. p. 498. 
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Let us consider in pal'ticu1ar the points Op Rl (§ 3), lying on a 
straight line thl'ough R, and let us remember that the tangent in 01 
to 7,4 passes through 0; we shall then find on 001 a point of the 
double curve of order four, whilst the tangent in that point is the 
line of intersection of tlle osculating pJanes of r 4 in Ol and Rl; 
that one of Ol passes through 0 anel furnishes in projection the cns
pidal tangent in Ol to 7c4

; 80 the central projection of the double 
curve will contain the cusps of k4

, and will touch the cuspidal 
tangents h~re. 

Sa, sumrning up we find: the point oJ inte1'section of the tan.c;ents 
to lc4 in two conjztgate points of the involution penerated by the pencil 
(R') genemtes a curve of orde?' JoU?' with double points in S', T', H, 
situated Itm'1nonz'cally with respect to lt anc! H anc! Itaving with lc4 

in common t!te tangentird points of t!te JoU?' tangents out of R' not 
passing tlwoug!t the cusps and lilcewise tlte cusps and t!te tangents 
in these. 

The new cnrve of ordeL' four ('uts k4 besides in the cusps (count
ing together for six points of intersection, and the tangential points 
of the four tangents out of RI not passing through the cusps, in 
six points more, of course again situated two by two harmonically 
with respect to hand H; now these S!X points lie twice with two 
of the four above mentioned points of contact (those namely whose 
connecting line passes through B) on aconic. For, the conic through 
two of ~those points of contact touching in Ol and O2 the cuspidal 
tangents of lc4

, contains 2 X 3 + 2 = 8 points of intersection of 
tl~e two curves of ordet' tour; so the other eight must a1so lie on 
a conic. 

Also to the points S' [tnd T' belongs such a locus of order foul' ; 
as to the point H we ean observe that in space the locus belong
ing to H lies in the plane R STand passes throngh 0, so it 
passes by central projection into the line !t counted three times, 
because each line passing through 0 and lying in the plane R S T 
intel'sects the curve besides in 0 in three more points; indeed, through 
each point of !t pass three pairs of tangents Lo fc4, whose chords of 
contact pass through H. The central projection of 0 Hself however if: 
undetermined, and so !t is covered with points for the fOUl'th time; 
the locus belonging to H consists thus of the line !t counted foul' times. 

Rem a l' Ic. The proper ties found in this § hold in a some
w hat more general form also fol' k4 witll two nodes, because they 
have been simply arrivee! at by centrally projecting the complete figure 
of the tetrahedron of PONCELET; the points R', 8', T', H have then 
however not sueh a simp Ie position as for the bicnspidal 7c~. 
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6. If we bring the vertex S of the cone [Sl on the smfaee of 
[R], thcn -T coïncieles with S, whilst the point S = T beeomes a 
noele of 1'4; so lt poasesses besieles tbe two CllSpS a noele anel in 
this point S' and T' lie unitecl. Out oCeach CllSp only one tangent 
more can be ell'awn to k\ anel these two tangents interseet each 
other in the point B' 1ying on h. Through this point pass two mOl'e 
tangents io !c4

, the projections of the two generatrices of the cOJle 
r R] touching 1,4. The points of contact of these two tangents with 
1,4 lie in the plane Q (§ 4), the common po1a1' p1ane of R with 
respect io the eones [SJ anel [HJ, anel so on the conic 1,2 whieh 
bas this phtne in comman with the cone [RJ. This conie contains 
the vertex S; .'10 nozo k 4 is ha7'17wnical~1j situatp,d with 1'espect to the 
lJoint R' and the con ic r'2 passing th1'ough the double point and the 
points of contact of the two tangents out of R' not passinp th1'ough 
the CltSpS, and toucldng tlw tcmgents out of R' wMc1t do pass thl'ough 
tlw cusps in the ha1'l1Wnically conjugatecl points of R' with 1'espect to 
the cusps ancl the points of contact. 

If we bl'ing throllgh the !ine HR an al'bitral'y plane ('1 (see § 4), 
then the hanllonically conjugale f.t2 always eoïneides with the tangential' 
piane HRS to [HJ, which plane contains na other point of 1'4 than 
the node; of each gl'OUp considered in § 4 of 8 points there are four 
cOïncieling in the node, whilst the fom remaining ones form a complete 
quadrangle with the diagonal points R, H, R*. The tangents to 1,4 in 
two points on a straight line through Rinterseet each other in Q anel the 
locus of this point of intersection is a plane lc3 containing tbe node 
of 1'4, having in this point a cnsp (with cuspidal tangent in the plane 
RST), passing througb H anel having with 1,4 two poiJlts in common, 
whose tangents pass thl'ough R. Sa if we pass to the centra1 
projection of 1'\ we finel that by the mys of the pencil (R') on k4 

again a quaclratic invohttion is generatecl in such a way tlwt tlte two 
lJoints of erzch pair form with R' and one of the two points ofinte1'. 
section of tlte ray ~tnclel' discussion with r,/2 a harmonic ,ql'OUp; the 
point of inteJ'section of the tangents in the points of a pair moves 
alon,q a cubic Cttl've lying ha1'monically with respect to hand H, 
containing the cusps of lc4 and touching he1'e tlte cusZJidal tangents, 
passin,q thl'ou,qh tlte points of contact of the two tangmüs out of B' 
not passing tll1'ou.qh tlu; cusps, passing tlwough H ancl having in the 
node of lc4 a CttSP with cuspidal tangent lt. 

The cusps, the point of contact of the two tangents out of B' 
anel the noele represent all the twelve points of intersection of fhe 
cubie curve with lc4

• 
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7. If, still imagining that the eone-vertiC'es S and T are united in 
a point of the surface of [R], we suppose the cone [SJ to be such 
that it touches the tangential pbne Ü1 /3 10 [Hl, then 7,4 gets a eusp 
in S and R coïncides with S and T, so tb at through 7,4 pass but 
two quadratic con es ; the plane B S Tremains determined, as tIle 
polar plane of H with respect to the cone [RJ = iS] = [TJ, 
and in this plane lies the tangent in tbe cusp B, The central projection 
now becomes a lc4 with three CllSpS, and the cuspidal tangent in 
B' is the line h. The double tangent through H l'emains determined 
as a trace of the plane of projection with the second tangential plane 
Ihrough 0 10 [Hl; however, as is easy to prove from the stereometrie 
diagmnl, the points of contact must llecessarily be imaginal'Y. 

As 1.;4 is si/ua/ed harmonieally with respect to A and H, the tangents 
in Ihe cusps Ol' O2 must interseet each oLhe1' on A; howevel', h is 
the tangent in the ensp B': so the th1'ee cuspidal tan,qents pass 
th1'ough one point. 

The point H forms with the 'cusps Ol' O
2

, and the point of 
inlersection of (he line 0/)2 with h a harmonie group; but now 
the same must lIold for the two othel' sides of the b.. Ol O~B' of tlle 
eusps; tAe double tangent cl is the?'efoJ'e the .'Jo-called /lar1Jwnical line 
of the lJoints vf intel'section of the t!t7'ee cuspidal tanpents with respect 
to the tl'iangle of the t/wee C'ltSps; ancl t!te points of contact oJ t!te 
double tangent are the nodes of the elliptic involution on cl, of w/dch 
the points of inte7'section of cl wit/~ tlw 8ides of t/wt t1'iangle anc! 
witlt the cltspidal tangents in the opposite vertices are tlwee pairs. 
J;Vitlt Tespect to eac!t cuspicLal tangent and the point of intel'section 
of the opposite side of the triangle with it the cU1've" lies har/nonically 
with itself. 

Zoology, - "On Ptilocodiwn 7'epens a new Gymnoblastic Hydroid 
epizoic on Cl Pennatltlid." By Miss '\VINH'RED E. OOWARD 13.So. 
Victoria Univel'sity of lVlanchester. (Communiealecl by Prof. 
MAX WEBER). 

tCommunicated in the meeting of January 30, 1909.) 

Order. Gymlloblastea - Anthomedusae. 
Fami1y. PUlocodiidae. fam. nov. 

Ptilocodium repens: gen. nov., sp. nov. 
rcSiboga" Expec1ition Stat, 289. go 0,3 S. 1260 24,5 E. 112 l11etl'es. 

Among the Pennnt111ids sent to Professor HIOKSON ti'om the Siboga 
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